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Abstract — Modern relational database management systems 

provide hybrid XML storage, combining relational and native 

technologies. Hybrid storage offers many design alternatives 

for XML data and in this paper we explore how to aid the user 

in effective design of hybrid storage. In particular we 

investigate how the XML schema and statistical information 

about the data can support the storage design process. We 

present an extended version of our tool HShreX that uses 

statistical information about a data to enable fast evaluation of 

alternative hybrid design solutions. In addition we show the 

benefit of the approach by a first evaluation where we discuss 

how the tool aids in the storage design and evaluation process. 

Keywords – XML, Hybrid XML management, indexing, storage 

design 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The rapid increase in web based applications yields an 
increasing interest in using XML for representation of data. 
XML is able to represent all kinds of data ranging from 
marked-up text, through so called semi-structured data to 
traditional, well structured datasets. Supporting the flexibility 
that makes XML appealing is challenging from data 
management and technical perspectives. Several approaches 
have been used including native databases and shredding 
XML documents into relations. In practice, hybrid storage 
that combines native and relational solutions is of large 
interest. Hybrid storage is provided by the major relational 
database vendors (Oracle, IBM DB2 and Microsoft SQL 
Server). They offer interesting options for storage design 
where native and relational storage can be used side by side. 

Several studies evaluate different solutions for XML 
management (e.g., [22][24][26][31]).  For shredding, it is 
well known that the choice of translation strategy affects the 
efficiency (e.g., [5][8][10][12]) while hybrid XML storage, 
has so far only been studied in a few cases, (e.g., 
[16][17][27][28]). The above studies discuss a number of 
features that may have an impact on how to achieve efficient 
storage; the complexity and regularity of the XML structure; 
how the data is queried, i.e., the access patterns for different 
entities in the data set; and the frequency of references to 
other sources. 

In this paper, we further explore these issues by 
investigating the impact of the application on the 
performance of the database. The properties we are focusing 

on are the XML schema structure and statistical properties of 
the data set. We first give some further motivation and 
discuss the goals of our work. This is followed by a 
discussion of properties and measurements relevant for 
storage design. We then present a tool that enables fast 
evaluation and exploration of storage solutions and present a 
first evaluation to show the feasibility of the tool. The paper 
is summarized by presenting our future vision. Our long term 
goal with the work is to present a method that can suggest a 
set of plausible hybrid storage models for an application.   

II. MOTIVATION AND GOALS 

Previous work (e.g., [1][3][5][8][23]) have defined 
efficient shredding methods for XML data into relational 
databases that result in fast query times. For hybrid storage 
the situation is more complex where an inappropriate choice 
of storage design can lead to poor performance [25]. In 
general automatically shredded relational XML mappings 
can lead to a rather large and complicated structure of 
relations. On the other hand, storing entire XML documents 
natively in XML storage keeps the structure completely 
intact to the cost of slow access to the data. For hybrid XML 
storage we have the choice to store parts of the XML 
structure as relations and other parts as XML and can gain 
from the benefit of a good data model and relatively fast 
performance. The design of a good hybrid storage model is 
complex and dependent on the requirements for the specific 
application [25].  

Exploration and evaluation of alternative solutions is a 
time consuming task. Methods and tools, to aid the user in 
design of hybrid storage, and measurements, that could give 
hints on how to make choices, are of high importance. In a 
preliminary evaluation we compared the query efficiency 
with the amount of data stored as XML in the hybrid 
solution. In our tests, we adopt the shredding principles used 
in ShreX [1][6] as these principles give a mapping that 
captures the semantics of a given XML schema for the XML 
data. To explore hybrid storage we used the extended system 
HShreX [27][29], which also allows hybrid XML mappings. 
The general principle behind the mappings of these systems 
is that complex elements are translated to relational tables. 
Simple elements and attributes are shredded to a column in 
their parent table if they occur at maximum once in its parent 
element. HShreX extends this basic shredding by providing 
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hybrid XML storage, i.e., to allow parts of the structure to be 
kept as XML in the final database representation. In our 
study the complexity of the created models varies between 
one or two relations for the models stored in pure XML to 
over 100 relations for the fully shredded data models. 

The results of these tests are illustrated in Figure 1. The 
first two graphs show the results for two real data sets from 
the IntAct [2] and UniProt [30] databases. In this case we can 
see that the amount of data stored as XML gives a good 
estimation of the expected query time. For the Michigan 
Benchmark data [19] the estimation is not as good as for the 
two other datasets. This means that the amount of data is a 
good indicator for the performance, but also that further 
statistics about the data could give us better indicators and 
aid in effective storage design. 

III. AVAILABLE INFORMATION 

In principle there are three sources of information that 
can be used to learn more about the features and storage 
requirements of a computer application. These are; The 
general data schema, i.e., the data model; Samples of data to 
determine how the data model is used and what parts of the 
data model are in most common use; Samples of queries to 
determine what kind of queries are often performed for the 
data. In this work, we will examine how to use the data 
model and statistical information for a particular dataset.  

As shown in the previous section the amount of data 

stored as XML is related to the query performance. 
However, the prediction we get from simply measuring the 
amount of data is not enough, we also need to collect more 
detailed information about the structure of the data. In 
practice, different parts of the XML schema are populated 
differently in different data sets. The XML schema carries 
information about the general structure, but, as for relational 
databases, the schema does not give a full picture of how this 
structure is instantiated for a particular dataset. We want to 
capture this information to create an effective hybrid storage 
model. In previous work [13], where we worked with 
generated data, we could see that also the amount of data at 
various positions in the XML file and the structure of this 
data had an impact on query performance. We wanted to 
explore this further and collected the following information: 

 Overall statistics for the dataset. With this we mean 
characterizing the general structure of the dataset. 
For this purpose we use simple measures, such as, 
the total number of attributes, elements, and levels in 
the XML. We also collect the number of elements at 
each level of the dataset to determine the fan out of 
the data.  

 Diversity of the dataset. To get estimations of 
diversity we collect the number of elements and 
attributes for each element or attribute string, at 
which depths they occur and compare those to the 
number of overall elements. We also collect 
information on how many unique search paths occur 
within the data set and the number of their 
occurrence. 

 Detailed information at each position in the file. 
This is collected by counting the occurrence of 
element names at each level in the file. For each 
combination of parent/child node we count how 
common the child node is for this parent and collect 
the minimum, maximum and mean number of times 
this child occurs for the parent. 

Our work on generated data has shown that parent/child 
statistics were of particular interest since this had a large 
impact on query performance. Figure 2 shows an example of 
the parent/child statistics. In the XML schema tree we show 
how common the different child nodes are in the parents.  

 

 

Figure 1. Run times [ms] (black) and data size [bytes] (grey) for PSI-MI (left), UniProt (middle) and Michigan Benchmark (right) 

 

 

Figure 2. Statistics in HShreX 
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IV. A TOOL FOR EVALUATION 

To allow easy access to the statistics and aid in 
evaluating storage alternatives we extended our tool 
HShreX to include this new information. The new version 
of the tool can be used to create and evaluate different XML 
storage models. The system analyses an XML schema and 
represents it as a tree structure, which facilitates its visual 
perception. The tree structure helps to easily understand and 
navigate the schema components as well. The relational 
schema, which the HShreX user can create in a database, is 
likewise created during the schema analyses. Once the 
database structures are created, large datasets, which 
corresponds to the currently parsed schema, can be quickly 
shredded in the database. Each step starting from the XML 
schema parsing and ending in datasets loading is logged and 
available for review in a panel under the main work area.  

The relational schema is created following the shredding 
strategy, mentioned above. The user can alter the data 
shredding rules using HShreX annotations [27]. In this way, 
the XML data can be represented in purely native, mixed and 
shredded storage models. The HShreX annotations provide 
the opportunity to switch rapidly and flexibly between 
different storage models, create them in a database and 
evaluate their performance features. 

HShreX‟s user interface provides three panels, which 
give more details of the schema elements and their 
mappings. The first panel lists specific details, such as 
currently applied HShreX annotations, children elements and 
attributes and their occurrences, for the currently selected 
element in the XML schema tree. The second shows HShreX 
mapping of the selected element or attribute in the tree. The 
relational tables and their relations are available in figures in 
the third panel.  

In this work, the user interface was extended in two 
directions – to provide more convenient work with HShreX 
annotations and to visualize more information for a particular 
dataset. Figure 3 shows the dialog that facilitates 
manipulation of HShreX annotations. While navigating in 
the schema tree, we can open the dialog for the element or 
the attribute of interest and process its annotations. The 
dialog provides functionality for adding annotations, 
updating, i.e., changing values of available annotations and 
deleting annotations. Since some combinations of 
annotations for an element or an attribute are not valid, we 
validate each annotation regarding the already available 
annotations prior to adding. A useful feature is provided 
through the “Apply all changes to all elements of this type” 
button i.e., the currently added/removed annotations will be 
applied to all elements of this type in the XML schema with 
a single action. The basic data and the annotations, which 
apply to the element or the attribute of interest, are listed in 
the right side of the dialog. 

The second improvement in the user interface is 
orientated towards the statistical information available for a 
particular dataset. HShreX obtains this information by 
analyzing a set of sample XML files representing the dataset. 
Detailed information, for the element or the attribute of 
interest and its children elements and attributes, is presented 

in the schema tree when a particular dataset is loaded to the 
database in use. Three different colors are used to facilitate 
user‟s perception and to show how many times a particular 
child node appears under its parent element i.e., different 
children nodes are colored depending on their frequency of 
appearance. Thus, the user gets fast and highly useful 
overview of children nodes and can prioritize his next studies 
based on this information. The schema tree representation of 
statistical information aids the user decision on what 
annotations are appropriate to be used for a particular dataset 
and helps to construct proper queries with higher efficiency. 
Further, the statistics can help the user to create indexes and 
optimize queries. 

The other part of the statistical data described in the 
previous section can be found in “Open Main Statistics” and 
“Open All Statistics” dialogs under the “File” menu. The 
statistical data visualized in the schema tree is small, 
however, our experience have shown that it is the most 
useful part of the information available for the dataset. 

V. A FIRST EVALUATION  

In this section, we present the results from the 
preliminary study of our approach, a more extensive research 
could be a subject of a future work. To explore the benefit of 
our tool and the statistical information, we used it to evaluate 
the performance on the homo sapiens dataset from the 
REACTOME database [18] and on the BIOMODELS 
dataset [7], both corresponding to the SBML 2.1 XML 
schema [14]. The data in the first dataset is spread in depth 
(the data is stored on many levels) and the data in the second 
dataset is spread in width (the data is populated almost 
equally within the dataset).  

The statistical information for the dataset of interest 
becomes available in HShreX when it is loaded in the 
database in use. The statistics available directly in the 
HShreX schema tree gives detailed information for the 
occurrence of the nodes and their parents and present a clear 
view of data distribution in the particular dataset. This data is 
presented in the interface as a number pair in the child node 
name where the first number shows the number of times the 
child element occurs under its parent and the second shows 
the number of times the parent element is presented in the 
dataset at this level. The three numbers, in the parenthesis in 

 

Figure 3. Add/remove annotations dialogue 
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the child node name, show the minimum, the maximum and 
the average number of times this child occurs for this parent. 

Examining the mentioned datasets, using the HShreX 
interface, we noticed that some of the elements and their 
parents occur more often than others, thus our research will 
be more productive if we concentrate on them. Therefore in 
our examples we have applied the HShreX annotation 
maptoxml to the reaction and to the model elements in the 
XML schema. This particular annotation/value combination 
has been selected in order to force the HShreX application to 
store these parts of the data as pure XML in the 
corresponding database. If we do not apply any HShreX 
annotations the data in the datasets is represented in a 
shredded storage model (positions 1 and 2 in Figure 6). The 
HShreX has been forced to represent the data in a hybrid and 
in a pure native storage models applying the maptoxml 
annotation to the reaction (positions 4 to 8) and model 
(positions 10 to 14) elements respectively.  

We have chosen two of the major database servers 
available on the market and set up their options related to the 
XML data representation in various configurations. Using 
the database servers XML storage capabilities we are able to 
store the XML data with or without associating it with 
corresponding XML schema. The database servers run on 
HP Proliant DL380 G6 Server with two Intel Xeon E5530 
Quad Core HT Enabled processors running at 2.4 GHz (in 
total 16 logical processors) and 30 GB RAM.  

We have created different SQL queries (exemplified in 
Figure 4 and Figure 5) and executed them against the three 

storage models and different database configurations. In 
Query 1, the simpler among both, we retrieve details for a 
reaction where one of its participants is specified. In the 
second query, we join details for reactions and reactions to 
extract participants and products for all reactions. First we 
executed the two queries using only the homo sapiens 
dataset. After that we loaded both datasets at the same time 
and evaluated how the response time changes when the size 
of the data stored in the database increases. The measured 
performance can be influenced by other processes running 
on the server. To reduce this influence, the queries from the 
figures were executed ten times per condition set, and the 
averages of the results are presented.  

First runs were made without any additional 
optimization. Based on the statistics, proper XML indices, 
for each variation of database storage options, were created 
and the same queries were executed again. Thus, we benefit 
from the statistical information available for a particular 
dataset in three ways: we can use the statistics to choose the 
best place for the HShreX annotations regarding our interests 
and in this way to switch flexibly and rapidly between 
different storage models. We are as well able to create 
proper, for each storage model, indices based on the view of 
the data distribution in the particular dataset. A final 
advantage is that we can optimize our SQL queries not only 
creating indices but rewriting them based on the data 

Shredded: 
SELECT a."id", a."name" 
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction a,  

     sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants b,  
     sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants_speciesReference c                       

WHERE a."shrex_id" = b."shrex_pid"                     
  AND b."shrex_id" = c."shrex_pid"                     

           AND c."species" = 'REACT_5251_1_Oxygen'; 
 
Native: 
SELECT reaction.query(   'for $i in /reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference 

      where  $i/@species = "REACT_5251_1_Oxygen" 
      return <Details> {$i/../../@id} {$i/../../@name} </Details>') "data" 

FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction 
WHERE reaction.exist('/reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference 
                                    [@species="REACT_5251_1_Oxygen"]') = 1; 
 

Figure 4. Sample query for SBML – Query 1 

 

Shredded: 
SELECT d."species", b."shrex_pid", e."species 
FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants b,   

     sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfProducts c,   
     sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfReactants_speciesReference d,  
     sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction_listOfProducts_speciesReference e         

WHERE c."shrex_pid" = b."shrex_pid"             
  AND b."shrex_id" = d."shrex_pid"              
  AND c."shrex_id" = e."shrex_pid"              

           AND d."species" = 'REACT_5251_1_Oxygen';   
 
Native: 
SELECT reaction.query(   'for $react in //reaction, 

     $rtant in $react/listOfReactants/speciesReference, 
     $prod in  $react/listOfProducts/speciesReference 
     return <path> {data($rtant/@species)} {data($react/@id)}     
                                   {data($prod/@species)} </path>') "test" 

FROM sbml_model_listOfReactions_reaction 
WHERE reaction.exist('//reaction/listOfReactants/speciesReference 
                               [@species="REACT_5251_1_Oxygen"]') = 1; 
 

Figure 5. Sample query for SBML – Query 2 

 
Figure 6. Performance [ms] for Query 1 (left) and Query 2 (right) where:  ■ homo sapiens dataset with index,  ■ homo sapiens dataset without index,              

■ homo sapiens and biomodels datasets with index and  ■ homo sapiens and biomodels datasets without index 
 
 

(* some values exceed the „Y‟ coordinate range) 
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distribution and complexity.  
The results from the two different query executions are 

shown on Figure 6. The equivalent positions on the „X‟ 
coordinate in both of the charts correspond to equivalent 
condition sets of database storage options. The results from 
positions 1 and 2 correspond to a fully shredded storage, 
positions 4 – 8 correspond to a hybrid storage and positions 
10 – 14 correspond to a pure native XML storage. Positions 
4 – 8 use the same conditions sets of database storage 
options as positions 10 – 14, however the HShreX annotation 
is applied to different elements. As we expected, there is a 
clear relation between the storage model and the query 
performance i.e., the execution times are fastest in the 
shredded storage and slowest in the pure native storage. 

Examining the positions 4 – 14 in both result sets we can 
clearly see that the query performance varies with a different 
amount for the different database storage options when the 
size of the data in the database increases. The performance is 
usually improved when the XML indices are created. It is 
worth noting that this is not true for position 11 in Query 2 
where the performance drops considerably when the index is 
used. While positions 4 – 8 in the two results sets are 
comparable, positions 10 – 14 have a lot of differences. 
Positions 13 and 14 in the first results set have the worst 
performance among the results for pure native storage while 
in the second results set they have the best performance. 
Analyzing positions 13 and 14 in the first result set shows 
that indices have excellent performance when the size of the 
data is relatively small and their performance decrease when 
the data size increases. It is worth noting as well the 
differences between positions 7, 8 and respectively 13, 14 in 
the results for Query 1. Positions 7, 13 and 8, 14 respectively 
have the same database storage options – positions 7 and 8 
give the best results while positions 13 and 14 give the worst.  

Analyzing the two result sets we can conclude that 
indices provide better results when used with the hybrid 
storage than with the pure XML storage. The indices 
efficiency increases when the size of the data in the hybrid 
storage increases. During results analysis we need to 
consider that the results are also affected from the database 
servers XML storage capabilities and created indices. The 
benchmark results are influenced from the data distribution 
in the datasets as well as the SQL queries construction. The 
statistical data available in HShreX facilitates and aids our 
decision where to put HShreX annotations and SQL indices 
and thus HShreX assists us in fast storage construction. 

VI. RELATED WORK 

The work presented in this article combines ideas from 
several different areas for XML storage. The first is the work 
on automatic shredding of XML documents into relational 
databases by capturing the XML structure or based on the 
DTD or XML schema for the XML data [1][5][6][8]. The 
intention with these approaches is to create efficient storage 
for the XML data. The resulting data model is often hard to 
understand and is usually hidden from the user via an 
interface providing automatic query translation of XQuery 
into the model. 

The other related area is hybrid XML storage for 
relational databases. The vendors offer different underlying 
representation for the XML type, in some cases it is a byte 
representation of the XML, in other cases it is some kind of 
shredding of the XML data [4][10][20][23]. In addition, 
database vendors provide a number of tools to import XML 
natively or shred the data into the system. These tools are 
intended for design of one database solution, thus generation 
and evaluation of alternative solutions become time 
consuming. 

Interesting work [21] has addressed the question of 
properties of XML data and generating statistical and 
comparative measurements of XML datasets. However, this 
work concentrates on overall measures of properties of the 
dataset and does not consider the more detailed statistical 
measurements that we have found most useful in our work.  

Other related works are found within database 
optimization [11][15]. Query optimization can rely on 
statistics of data and query use for fine tuning their 
performance [9][12]. However, these statistics are often 
dependent on the internal database representation instead of 
based on the original dataset as is necessary for our work. It 
would be interesting to include these measurements in our 
work to see whether they could give added value to our 
indicators. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

The first tests of the tool are promising and show that our 
tool is very useful for aiding in storage design. Using the 
tools and statistics improves the evaluation process and 
makes it possible to compare a high number of alternative 
hybrid database designs. We will continue to use the tool for 
more extensive evaluations and to refine the method. In 
particular, we want to compare our set of measurements with 
the more advanced statistical methods used in [9]. The final 
goals would be to use the measure to provide suggestions of 
beneficial hybrid data models for the end user, to further 
automate the process of storage design. To reach this goal it 
is crucial to have access to series of data with specific 
properties to fine tune the indicators and tests. Also for this 
issue we have made a first solution for generating data with 
desired properties [13], which can be integrated into our tool. 

One bottleneck with our method is that hybrid data 
models are very complex to query  due to the mix of query 
languages. We are currently using SQL/XML, however, if 
we consider a user that want to work on the data as if it was 
XML, this is not feasible. Options are automatic query 
translations from XQuery to the defined model or to provide 
a higher level query language for the user.  

Another very interesting question is hybrid storage 
solutions with several DB architectures as a backend, for 
instance pure native XML databases or specialized databases 
for graphs or RDF storage. This becomes particularly 
important for applications where parts of the data contain 
RDF code or represent graphs as is the case for many system 
biology standards. We have previously evaluated different 
combinations [27][28] and would like to include also these 
options in the HShreX Framework. 
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